
HOW TO SPELL WITH GEARS AND ARROWS 

Correctly assembling this contraption would be a real feather in your cap! 

 

Permanently place all Letter Pegs and Stop Pegs (some have already been placed) so 

that each of the words defined below can be spelled, ending with a STOP, by turning the 

leftmost gear in either direction (without backtracking), and writing down in order each 

letter or STOP identified by an arrow (that is, when the peg is at its closest approach to 

an adjacent gear and flanked by the two teeth on either side of the arrow of that adjacent 

gear). At no point during this process may two different arrows each identify a peg at the 

same time (though identifying pegs in rapid succession is fine). Before spelling each 

word, but not during the spelling of a word, each gear may be picked up and replaced 

(face up) back on its spindle in any orientation. (NOTE: If an indicated spelling then STOP 

can be achieved in more than one way, use the one requiring the least amount of turning 

after the gears are set. If there are multiple ways that are tied for the least amount of 

turning, then use the one of those that ends on one of the five pre-placed STOPs, or if 

none do, use whichever you prefer.) 

Here, in Barcelona ... then STOP and look: 
 

Fighting force ... then STOP and look: 
 

Miranda wondered where hers (like Ricky and Flula) 
were at in 2015 ... then STOP and look: 

 

Fights a shadow, metaphorically ... then STOP and look: 
 



Pro wrestler whose film work runs the gamut from 2015’s                      
Trainwreck to 2018’s Blockers ... then STOP and look: 

 

What one can do to nails, folders, or tax returns ... then STOP and look:  
 

Erstwhile pesticide brand for which Dr. Seuss (before he was known as such) illustrated 
some ads, named for how insects quickly move from place to place ... then STOP and look:  

 

Indian spice also known as asafoetida ... then STOP and look: 
 

Cookie locales ... then STOP and look: 
 

Movie whose sequel used the tagline “Just when you thought  
it was safe to go back in the water” ... then STOP and look: 

 

Single-season sitcom title role played by                                                        
Molly Shannon ... then STOP and look: 

 

Presidential middle name ... then STOP and look: 
 

Suffix meaning divination ... then STOP and look: 
 

What one of the letters on a typical automatic transmission                                  
gear selector stands for ... then STOP and look: 

 

Conquering race in the 1982 novel Timelike Infinity                                                             
... then STOP and look: 

 

The U.S. Treasury is on their backs ... then STOP and look: 
 

Choreographer for the films Hair, Ragtime, Amadeus, and White Nights,     
as well as several Broadway productions ... then STOP and look: 

 

Rating suggesting the upcoming broadcast contains material that some             
“may find unsuitable for younger children” ... then STOP and look: 

 

Monetary unit whose name is its country’s name with three               
adjacent internal letters missing ... then STOP and look: 

 

Fright, rainbow, or powdered item ... then STOP and look: 
 

It’s best made from a ductile metal ... then STOP and look: 
 

Grobble, NumNum, Ol’ Scarface and other super-adaptable dinosaurlike hybrid 
monsters appearing in AdventureQuest ... then STOP and look: 

 

Electronic tablet series from ZTE ... then STOP and look: 
 

 


